ABSTRACT

Spreadsheets are widely used in various business tasks, and contain amounts of valuable data. However, spreadsheet tables are usually organized in a semi-structured way, and contain complicated semantic structures, e.g., header types and relations among headers. Lack of documented semantic table structures, existing data analysis and error detection tools can hardly understand spreadsheet tables. Therefore, identifying semantic table structures in spreadsheet tables is of great importance, and can greatly promote various analysis tasks on spreadsheets.

In this paper, we propose Tasi (Table structure identification) to automatically identify semantic table structures in spreadsheets. Based on the contents, styles, and spatial locations in table headers, Tasi adopts a multi-classifier to predict potential header types and relations, and then integrates all header types and relations into consistent semantic table structures. We further propose TasiError, to detect spreadsheet errors based on the identified semantic table structures by Tasi. Our experiments on real-world spreadsheets show that, Tasi can precisely identify semantic table structures in spreadsheets, and TasiError can detect real-world spreadsheet errors with higher precision (75.2%) and recall (82.9%) than existing approaches.
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• Applied computing → Spreadsheets; • Software and its engineering → Software testing and debugging.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Spreadsheets contain amounts of valuable data, and have been widely used in various business tasks, e.g., data storage, data analysis, and financial reporting [36]. Existing studies show that there were over 55 million users working with spreadsheets in America in 2012 [43], and more than 50% businesses use spreadsheets [5].

In spreadsheets, data and formulas are organized in a two-dimensional structure. Spreadsheet systems, e.g., Microsoft Excel, provide
flexible methods for users to prepare their spreadsheets. This causes spreadsheet types are usually organized in a semi-structured way.

In a spreadsheet table, headers are used to describe other cells, and contain the table’s key structure information. For example, in Figure 1a, “January” in header C2, “Cost” in header C3 and “America” in header B4 together indicate that cell C4 shows the cost in America in January. Note that, headers are usually used for different purposes, thus having different types. For example, header C3 in Figure 1a indicates that cells [C4:C10] show the costs, and headers [C2:E2] index the costs for different months. Further, there exist various relations among headers, e.g., header C1 is the index name of header C2, and header A4 is the parent of header B4. More details about header types and header relations can be found in Section 2.1. In a spreadsheet table, the header types and header relations can represent its semantic table structure.

Given a spreadsheet table, human users can easily understand the semantic table structure behind spreadsheet data. However, there are no records documenting the semantic table structures in spreadsheet systems, e.g., Microsoft Excel. It is also challenging to automatically identify semantic table structures from semi-structured spreadsheet data. Existing approaches [15, 18, 21, 22, 28, 29, 34] can only detect certain coarse-grained spreadsheet structures, e.g., table regions in TableSense [18], cell types (i.e., header, data, attribute, derived, metadata) in Koci et al. [34], and expandable groups (i.e., similar data and computations) in ExpCheck [21]. These approaches cannot identify the purposes of headers, i.e., fine-grained header types in Section 2.1. Further, various header relations are rarely addressed by existing approaches. Chen et al. [15] can only extract one relation among headers, i.e., parent-child relation.

Identifying semantic table structures in spreadsheets is the fundamental step to many spreadsheet analysis tasks. First, spreadsheets contain various errors [39, 40]. We can use semantic table structures in spreadsheets to identify spreadsheet errors. For example, if some cells’ computational semantics are inconsistent with their semantic table structures, they may contain errors [8, 19, 22]. Second, by understanding semantic table structures, we can transform the semi-structured data in spreadsheets into relational data. Thus, intelligent data analysis tools, e.g., PowerBI [4] and Ideas in Excel [3] can work well on the relational form of spreadsheet data.

In this paper, we propose Tasi (Table Structure Identification) to identify semantic table structures in spreadsheets. We observe that the contents, styles and spatial locations in spreadsheet headers can help us precisely identify semantic table structures. In Tasi, we group each two headers in a header pair, and carefully craft 46 features from the contents, styles and spatial locations for each header pair, which can reflect its header types and relation. We adopt a multi-classifier to predict the header types and relation for each header pair. Finally, Tasi integrates the structures of all header pairs into a consistent semantic table structure.

We train Tasi on 2,651 spreadsheet tables and evaluate it on 639 real-world spreadsheet tables. The experimental results show that Tasi can identify semantic table structures effectively. Tasi can correctly identify 75.2% of header types and relations among headers. Specially, for 639 spreadsheet tables, Tasi can identify their semantic table structures in 282 (44.1%) tables without errors.

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of semantic table structures, we further propose TasiError, which can utilize the semantic table structures, and automatically detect two kinds of spreadsheet errors, i.e., missing formulas and formula errors. We evaluate TasiError on the 70 real-world spreadsheets in the CUSTODES dataset [16] with 3,702 errors. TasiError can detect 3,068 (82.9%) errors with a precision of 75.2%, from which 1,172 (31.7%) errors cannot be detected by existing approaches [1, 8, 11, 14, 16, 20, 22].

In summary, we make the following contributions in this paper.

- We propose a learning-based approach, Tasi, to identify semantic table structures in spreadsheets, including header types and header relations.
- We propose TasiError, which can utilize semantic table structures to effectively and precisely detect spreadsheet errors.
- We implement Tasi and TasiError, and evaluate them on real-world spreadsheets. The experimental results show that our approaches perform well in practice.

### 2 Semantic Table Structure and Its Applications

A spreadsheet table is a rectangular block of cells, which prescribes certain business tasks [18]. For example, cells [A1:F11] in Figure 1a form a table for storing and analyzing the costs of two departments in a company, i.e., Sales and Market.

![A real-world spreadsheet table](image)

**Figure 1:** A spreadsheet table extracted from real-world spreadsheets. In Figure 1a, the cells marked by a red right-cornered triangle contain errors.
A spreadsheet table usually contains two parts [45, 47]. (1) Header cells describe other cells in a table. In table [A1:F11] in Figure 1a, cells [A1:B11] and cells [C1:F3] are header cells. Through header A4, B4, C1, C2 and C3, we can know 376,589 means the cost of the Sales department in America in January. (2) Data cells describe other cells, e.g., the comment in header A11 in Figure 1a. Index (T1), Aggregation (T2), Value name (T3), Index name (T4), and Other (T5) are data cells.

In a spreadsheet table, headers are usually located in the left columns and on the top rows, e.g., cells [A1:B11] in the left columns and cells [C1:F3] on the top rows. We use top header region to denote the headers on the top, and left header region to denote the headers in the left, and data region to denote the data in the table.

In this section, we first explain semantic table structures for a spreadsheet table, and then discuss the importance of identifying semantic table structures.

2.1 Semantic Table Structure

Given a spreadsheet table, its semantic table structure describes the purposes of its headers and the relations among headers. By inspecting the spreadsheet programming model and amounts of real-world spreadsheets, we summarize five header types and eight header relations as follows.

2.1.1 Header Types. In spreadsheet tables, headers are used to describe other cells and have different purposes. We divide headers into five types, i.e., value name, aggregation, index, index name and other, according to their purposes.

Value name (T1). A value name is the summary term of related data cells in the data region. A value name can be a measure, such as number, percent and amount, and can also be a unit of measure, such as meter and mL. For example, in Figure 1c, header C3 is a value name.

Index (T2). An index is a header for indexing data cells in the data region. For example, in Figure 1a, A4, A7, B4, and B5 are indexes. Indexes can have hierarchical structures inside. Take Figure 1b as an example. A4 and A7 are the first-level index headers, and B4 and B5 are second-level index headers in left header region.

Index name (T3). An index name is a summary term to describe indexes in the header region. For example, in Figure 1b, header B1 is the index name for indexes [B4:B5] and [B7:B9].

Aggregation (T4). An aggregation indicates some values are calculated from other values. A total is a special aggregation indicating the sum operation. For example, in Figure 1b, B6 and B10 are aggregations.

Other (T5). Some headers in the header regions are not used to describe other cells, e.g., the comment in header A11 in Figure 1a. We categorize these headers as others, since they usually do not reflect a table’s semantic structure.

2.1.2 Relations among Headers. Given a header pair < h1, h2 >, we summarize eight relations between h1 and h2. Note that, in a header pair < h1, h2 >, we require that, h1 is located in the left of h2, otherwise, h1 is located on the top of h2. In this paper, we have this requirement for all header pairs.

h1 is the parent of h2 (R1). Headers in a top or left header region can be organized into a hierarchy, e.g., Figure 1b and Figure 1c. If h1 and h2 are both index headers, and h1 is the parent node of h2 in the hierarchy, then h1 is the parent of h2. For example, in Figure 1b, index header A4 is the parent of index header B4. Similarly, h2 can be the parent of h1 (R2).

Some index headers can form an index set, in which all index headers are located in the same level in the hierarchy, and have the same parent if the parent exists. In the left header region in Figure 1b, index header A4 and A7 form an index set {A4, A7}. Index header B4 and B5 have the same parent A4, and form an index set {B4, B5}. In the top header region in Figure 1c, index header C2, D2 and E2 form an index set {C2, D2, E2}.

h1 and h2 are siblings (R3). If h1 and h2 belong to the same index set, they are siblings. For example, in Figure 1b, header B4 and B5 belong to index set {B4, B5}, thus they are siblings.

h1 is the index name of h2 (R4). If h1 is an index name, h2 is an index header, and h1 is used to describe h2, then h1 is the index name of h2. For example, in Figure 1c, header C1 is the index name of header C2. Similarly, h2 can be the index name of h1 (R5).

h1 is the aggregation of h2’s index set (R6). For example, in Figure 1a, each cell (e.g., C6) with header B6 is calculated from the corresponding cells with header B4 and B5 (e.g., C4 and C5). B6 is an aggregation header, and B4 and B5 form an index set. So, header B6 is an aggregation of header B4’s index set. Similarly, h2 can be the aggregation of h1’s index set (R7).

No relation of h1 and h2 (R8). It means h1 and h2 do not have any of the above 7 relations. For example, in Figure 1a, header A1 and B1 do not have any of the above 7 relations.

Note that, the headers in the left and top header regions jointly describe relevant data cells in spreadsheets. For example, data cell C4 in Figure 1a is described by its left headers (i.e., A4 and B4) and top headers (i.e., C1, C2, and C3). This relation is different from the above relations. By combining Tasi’s semantic structures and cells’ spatial locations, it is straightforward to infer this relation. Therefore, we do not discuss this relation in this paper.

2.2 Applications of Semantic Table Structures

Semantic table structures can be applied on some important spreadsheet analysis scenarios, e.g., error detection, table transformation and data analysis. This motivates us to effectively identify semantic table structures in spreadsheets. We explain some potential applications of semantic table structures as follows.

Error detection in spreadsheets. Spreadsheets contain various errors [13, 32, 40]. Specially, two common errors, i.e., missing formulas and formula errors, can greatly degrade the quality of spreadsheets, causing financial losses [2, 38]. In Figure 1a, C10, D10 and E10 contain three formula errors, since their computations contain the data from Sales department. D6 and E6 in Figure 1a contain two missing formula errors, in which a cell is supposed to contain a formula, but it does not. These errors can lead to wrong data, e.g., C10, D10, E10 and F9 in Figure 1a. These wrong data may cause severe consequences.
We further explain how to utilize semantic table structures to detect Tasi predicts their header types and relations together by leveraging (Section 3.1). For a header pair \( h_1, h_2 \) right to the current cell is denoted as \( R[h]\) is the index name of header \( B_4 \). Since header types and relations is an index name, the type of header \( B_4 \) is an index, and header \( B_1 \) usually correlated. For example, in Figure 1a, the type of header \( B_1 \) independently, we predict them in a header pair together. For two header pairs’ prediction results, and forms a consistent semantic from its contents, styles and spatial locations (Section 3.2). Then, its header regions, e.g., left header region and top header region, Figure 3 shows an overview of Tasi. Given a spreadsheet table and spreadsheets.

We observe that a table’s semantic structure can be characterized by 46 features (F#3 - F#20) for each header (36 features in total). Note that, the feature extraction in the top header regions is similar to that in the left header regions. For clarity, we only use header pairs in each header region, and do not enumerate header pairs in the top header regions to explain our feature extract algorithm when possible.

Table transformation. Spreadsheet data are usually organized in a semi-structured format, e.g., Figure 1a. Although human users can easily understand the structures behind spreadsheet data, data analysis tools, e.g., PowerBI [4] and Ideas in Excel [3], cannot understand the precise table structures. Based on the identified semantic table structures, e.g., header types and header relations, we can easily transform semi-structured spreadsheet data into relational data, e.g., the data in Figure 2, which these data analysis tools are good at. Thus, various intelligent analyses can be promoted on spreadsheets.

3 SEMANTIC TABLE STRUCTURE IDENTIFICATION

Figure 3 shows an overview of Tasi. Given a spreadsheet table and its header regions, e.g., left header region and top header region, Tasi first enumerates all its header pairs in each header region (Section 3.1). For a header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), Tasi extracts 46 features from its contents, styles and spatial locations (Section 3.2). Then, Tasi predicts their header types and relations together by leveraging a multi-classifier, and obtains the probability of each category for each header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\) (Section 3.3). Finally, Tasi integrates all header pairs’ prediction results, and forms a consistent semantic table structure (Section 3.4).

Note that, instead of predicting header types and header relations independently, we predict them in a header pair together. For two headers in a spreadsheet table, their header types and relations are usually correlated. For example, in Figure 1a, the type of header \( B_1 \) is an index name, the type of header \( B_4 \) is an index, and header \( B_1 \) is the index name of header \( B_4 \). Since header types and relations should be consistent, it is impossible that header \( B_4 \) has another header type, e.g., value name.

For a header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), we use \(< h_1\.type, h_2\.type, relation (h_1, h_2) >\) as its category. As discussed in Section 2.1.1, we have 5 header types. For each header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), we have 8 possible relations between \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) (Section 2.1.2). Therefore, we can obtain 200 (5*5*8) possible combinations for each header pair. However, not all combinations are valid in real-world spreadsheets. For example, an index header and an aggregation header cannot have the sibling relation. After we remove these invalid combinations, we finally obtain 32 valid prediction categories. That said, we have 32 prediction categories for each header pair.

3.1 Header Pair Enumeration

As discussed in Section 2, a spreadsheet table usually contains at most one top header region and at most one left header region. Given a spreadsheet table and its top and left header regions, Tasi first extracts all headers in each header region. Note that, empty cells in a header region are not considered as headers, e.g., cell \( F1 \) in Figure 1a.

For every two headers \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) (e.g., header \( B_1 \) and \( B_4 \) in Figure 1a) in a header region, if \( h_1\.row < h_2\.row || (h_1\.row = h_2\.row & & h_1\.column < h_2\.column) \), then Tasi forms a header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), otherwise, Tasi forms a header pair \(< h_2, h_1 >\). That said, each two headers can only form one pair. If there are \( N \) headers in a header region, we can obtain \( N \times (N - 1)/2 \) header pairs. Note that, we only enumerate header pairs in each header region, and do not enumerate header pairs between the left header region and the top header region. For example, header \( B_4 \) in the left header region and header \( C_2 \) in the top header region do not form a header pair.

3.2 Feature Extraction

We observe that a table’s semantic structure can be characterized by its headers’ contents, styles and spatial locations. We incorporate and extend the features proposed by existing works [9, 24, 34], and design the features used in Tasi by trial and error. For each designed feature, if we find that it can contribute to the final result, then we select it, otherwise, we exclude it from consideration. For example, we have tried some style features, e.g., font colors and font types used in existing works [34]. However, we find that they are not helpful for Tasi. Therefore, we exclude them from consideration.

Finally, for each header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), we extract 38 intra-header features for \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \), and 8 inter-header features between \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \). For these 46 features, 36 features are newly designed for Tasi.

Note that, the feature extraction in the top header regions is similar to that in the left header regions. For clarity, we only use headers in the top header regions to explain our feature extract algorithm when possible.

3.2.1 Intra-Header Features. For a header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), we extract in total 38 intra-header features from contents, styles and spatial locations, including 2 common features (F#1 and F#2), and 18 features (F#3 - F#20) for each header (36 features in total).

Common features. These features relate to the header region and the table \( t \) that header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\) belongs to. If \(< h_1, h_2 >\) comes from a top header region, we obtain two features: the number of rows occupied by the top header region (F#1), and whether table...
Figure 3: Overview of Tasi. T_i and R_j represent header types and relations in Section 2.1, respectively.

\( t \) has a left header region (F#2). These features’ extraction is similar to the headers in a left header region.

**Content features.** For each header in a header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), we extract 3 features from its content.

- **Value name.** The value names may be common among different spreadsheet tables, e.g., “Cost” in Figure 1a. We use a key-frequency list of \(< \text{key}, \text{count} >\) to represent the value name distribution from an existing spreadsheet corpus [18], where \( \text{key} \) is a value name, and \( \text{count} \) shows the occurrence count of value name \( \text{key} \). We use the frequency of the value name as one feature (F#3).
- **Aggregation caption.** If the text in the header contains tokens like “total”, “sum” and “max”, this feature (F#4) is set to 1, e.g., header F2 in Figure 1a.
- **Aggregation formula.** For a header \( h \) in a top header region, if some formula cells in the same column as \( h \) reference a range of cells, this feature (F#5) is set to 1. e.g., F2 in Figure 1a.

**Style features.** The styles of a header can provide valuable indicators for the identification process. We define 3 style features for each header in a header pair.

- **Merged cell.** If a header \( h \) is a merged cell, we use the numbers of rows (F#6) and columns (F#7) occupied by the merged cell as two features. If \( h \) is not a merged cell, these two features are set to 1.
- **Indents.** If a header’s text contains indents, this feature (F#8) is set to the number of indents, otherwise, 0.

**Spatial features.** These features include the locations of a header and its neighbors. We define 12 spatial features for each header in a header pair.

- **Row ratio & column ratio.** The row index \( index_r \) of a header \( h \) in its table \( t \) (F#9) and the normalized row index \( index_r / t.\text{totalRow} \) (F#10) are considered as two features. Similarly, the column index \( index_c \) of \( h \) (F#11) and the normalized column index \( index_c / t.\text{totalColumn} \) (F#12) are considered as another two features.
- **Header number.** For top headers, the numbers of headers in different rows can be useful to infer header hierarchy. For example, row 1 in Figure 1a has less headers than row 2, and this indicates that some headers in row 1 may be parents of some headers in row 2. Let \( \text{headers}_{r_2} \) be the number of headers in the same row as header \( h \) in a top header region, and \( \text{loc}_{h} \) be the index location where \( h \) is located in all headers in the same row as header \( h \). We consider \( \text{headers}_{r_2} \) (F#13) and \( \text{loc}_{h} / \text{headers}_{r_2} \) (F#14) as two features.

We further compare the numbers of headers in row \( h.\text{row} \) and its neighboring rows. Let \( \text{prevHeaders} \) and \( \text{nextHeaders} \) be the number of \( h.\text{row} \)’s previous row (i.e., \( h.\text{row} - 1 \)) and next row (i.e., \( h.\text{row} + 1 \)), respectively. We consider two features, which are \( \text{prevHeaders} - \text{headers}_{r_2} \) (F#15) and \( \text{nextHeaders} - \text{headers}_{r_2} \) (F#16). If \( h \) is located in the first row or the last row in the header region, the corresponding feature is set to 0.

- **Upper left header.** For a header \( h \), we assume its upper left header as \( h_{ul} \). For example, in Figure 1a, header D3’s upper left nearest header is header C2. If \( h_{ul} \) exists and \( h_{ul} \) is a merged cell, we use the number of rows (F#17) and the number of columns (F#18) occupied by \( h_{ul} \) as two features. If \( h_{ul} \) is not a merged cell, these two features are set to 1. We use \( h_{ul} \)’s row index (F#19) and column index (F#20) as another two features. These features can reflect the possible parent-child relation. If \( h_{ul} \) does not exist, these four features are set to -1.

3.2.2 **Inter-Header Features.** For a header pair \(< h_1, h_2 >\), we extract in total 8 spatial features, which can reflect the relation between \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \).

- **Index difference.** For \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \), we consider the differences between their row indexes (\( \text{row}_{h_1} \)) (F#21) and column indexes (\( \text{col}_{h_i} \)) (F#22) as two features. Further, we consider the smaller difference of \( \text{row}_{h_1} \) and \( \text{col}_{h_2} \) as a feature (F#23).
- **Relative location.** For \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \), if \( h_1 \) is located in the left and top of \( h_2 \), this feature is set to 1 (F#24).
- **Header number difference.** Similar to feature F#21 and F#22, the number difference in row \( h_1.\text{row} \) and \( h_2.\text{row} \) can help to infer header hierarchy between \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \). Let \( \text{headers}_{h_1} \) be the number of headers in row \( h_1.\text{row} \) and \( \text{headers}_{h_2} \) be the number of headers in row \( h_2.\text{row} \). We consider \( \text{headers}_{h_1} - \text{headers}_{h_2} \) as a feature (F#25).
• Thick border. If there is a thick border between \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) in the header pair, this feature is set to 1 (F\( \#26 \)).
• Blank row & column. If there exists a blank column (i.e., all cells in the column are empty) between \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) in the top header region, this feature is set to 1 (F\( \#27 \)).
• Aggregation relation. For \( < h_1, h_2 > \) in a top header region, if some formula cells in the same column as \( h_1 \) reference a range of cells, we assume that the type of header \( h_1 \) is an aggregation. If the referenced cells contain the cells in the same column as \( h_2 \), this feature is set to 1, otherwise, 0 (F\( \#28 \)). For example, in Figure 1a, the type of header F2 is an aggregation. The referenced cells in F4 contain the cells in column E. So, header E2 is aggregated by header F2.

3.3 Training and Prediction

Training. For each labeled spreadsheet table, we extract all its header pairs (Section 3.1). For each header pair \( < h_1, h_2 > \), Tasi extracts 46 features in Section 3.2, and predicts its category \( < h_1, h_2, \text{type, relation}(h_1, h_2) > \). In the training step, we aim to correctly predict most header pairs’ categories. We use a multi-classifier \( \theta_{\text{model}} \), e.g., Random Forest [12], Logistic Regression [35] and Decision Tree [42], to train a multi-classifier model.

Prediction. Given a header pair \( < h_1, h_2 > \), Tasi extracts 46 features from its contents, styles and spatial locations, and uses the trained multi-classifier to predict the probability of each category. Note that, we only use 32 valid categories, and ignore other invalid categories.

3.4 Generating Semantic Table Structure

For each header pair, we can learn the probability of each category. If we simply use the category with the highest probability for each header pair, we may obtain inconsistent semantic table structure. For example, two header pairs \( < h_1, h_2 > \) and \( < h_2, h_3 > \) may have different header types for header \( h_2 \). Therefore, we need to generate a consistent semantic table structure which has the highest potential to be the correct one.

Algorithm 1 presents how to generate the consistent semantic table structure. Basically, we iteratively add a header pair \( hp \) into the current structure (curStructure). For each header pair \( hp \), we evaluate all its possible predict results (Line 18–24). We choose its predicted result, which has the highest probability and is compatible with curStructure (Line 19–20), and add it into the current structure (curStructure in Line 21). To speed up this process, if the current structure has bad performance, we prune a non-optimal solution (Line 15–16). For all consistent semantic table structures, we keep the best one (Line 10–13).

The prediction result of a header pair \( < h_1, h_2 > \) is compatible with the current solution curStructure if it satisfies the following two conditions. (1) \( h_1 \) and \( h_2 \) have the same header types as ones in curStructure. (2) The relation of \( < h_1, h_2 > \) does not conflict with other relations in curStructure. For example, if \( h_1 \) is a parent of \( h_2 \) and \( h_2 \) is a parent of \( h_1 \), then these two relations conflict.

A semantic table structure is better if it can satisfy the following conditions. (1) The possibility of each header pair’s prediction result is as high as possible. (2) There are as many relations among headers as possible. Let \( N \) be the number of headers in a header region, \( HP_r \) be all header pairs with certain relations in the current solution, \( HP_n \) be all header pairs with no relation in the current solution, \( hp.pr.prob \) denotes the probability of a header pair \( hp \)’s prediction result (hp.pr). We use the following function to evaluate a semantic table structure.

\[
eval = \sum_{hp \in HP_r} -\log(hp.pr.prob) + \theta_w \cdot \frac{(HP_n.size)^2}{N \cdot (N - 1)/2}
\]

If there are \( N \) headers in a left or top header region, we can obtain \( N \cdot (N - 1)/2 \) header pairs. The evaluation function \( \eval \) is divided into two parts. In the first part, we intend to maximize the probabilities of header pairs with certain relations. Note that, the value range for \( hp.pr.prob \) is [0, 1], Thus, the greater the prediction result of a header pair is, the smaller the evaluation is. In the second part, we intend to reduce the number of header pairs with no relation, since no relation can only provide limited information for semantic table structure. Thus, we punish the pairs with no relation. We use \( \theta_w \) to balance these two parts.

Note that, in Algorithm 1, we only select the top \( \theta_{\text{maxResult}} \) prediction results for each header pair (Line 18), instead of all 32 valid prediction results. The reasons are as follows. (1) It is potential that all header pairs can be predicted correctly with higher predict probabilities for each header pair. (2) It is time-consuming to search all possible solutions in Algorithm 1, and return a good solution in a limited time (1s in our experiment). (3) If \( \theta_{\text{maxResult}} \) is too
large, it increases the possibility of selecting a prediction result with smaller prediction probability, which can increase the probability of generating a wrong semantic table structure.

3.5 Parameters
Our algorithm takes three parameters as input. (1) Multi-classifier model ($\theta$$_{model}$): $\theta$$_{model}$ represents the classifier adopted in Section 3.3. We adopt Random Forest [12], Logistic Regression [35] and Decision Tree [42] in scikit-learn [6] for $\theta$$_{model}$ in our experiment. (2) Selected max predication results ($\theta$$_{maxResult}$): In Algorithm 1, we select the top $\theta$$_{maxResult}$ prediction results for each header pair. (3) The weight in evaluation function ($\theta$$_{w}$): We use $\theta$$_{w}$ to balance the two parts in the evaluation function.

In the experiment in Section 5.1.2, we evaluate the combinations of these parameters using 5-fold cross validation on the training set, and obtain the best performance. The experimental result shows that Tasi can obtain the best performance when $\theta$$_{model}$ = Random Forest, $\theta$$_{maxResult}$ = 3, and $\theta$$_{w}$ = 0.8.

4 STRUCTURE-BASED ERROR DETECTION
As discussed in Section 2.2, spreadsheets contain many missing formulas and formula errors. In this section, we discuss two common error patterns, range errors and inconsistent errors among indexes, which are the common cases of missing formulas and formula errors. We propose, TasiError, which can utilize semantic table structures to detect these two error patterns.

Note that, we only explore two error patterns about missing formulas and formula errors to present the usefulness of semantic table structures. Based on semantic table structures, readers can explore more error patterns about missing formulas and formula errors. For example, in Figure 1a, header B6 is an aggregation, which indicates that D6 should have a formula. The index set [A4, A7] indicates that [C4:F6] and [C7:F10] should have similar computations. These can help detecting the formula error in C10.

4.1 Range Errors
Error description. Spreadsheet formulas usually use a range of cells as input. For example, cell F4 in Figure 1a references a cell range [C4:E4]. Since the cells in a cell range are computed together, they should share the similar computational semantics. For example, C4, D4 and E4 represent the costs of Sales department in America in each month. These kinds of cells are usually indexed by an index set, e.g., index set [C2, D2, E2]. We observe two error scenarios in real-world spreadsheets. (1) Some cells in a cell range are indexed by an index set, while other cells in it are not indexed by the same index set. For example, in the cell range [C6:C9] used by C10 in Figure 1a, C7, C8 and C9 are indexed by the index set [B7, B8, B9], whereas C6 is not indexed by this index set. We infer that the cell range contains more cells than expected, thus introducing a formula error. (2) A cell range only contains partial cells indexed by an index set. For example, in the cell range [C9:D9] used by F9 in Figure 1a, C9 and D9 are indexed by the index set [C2, D2, E2]. However, E9 is also indexed by the index set, but not included. We infer that the cell range misses a cell, thus introducing a formula error.

Error detection. Given a spreadsheet formula, we extract its cell ranges. If a formula uses more than one cell range, e.g., SUM(A1:A10, B1:B10), we check them one by one. We only check cell ranges that contain one row of cells (i.e., row-based cell range), e.g., [C4:E4] in F4, or one column of cells (i.e., column-based cell range), e.g., [C6:C9] in C10. The only difference between row-based cell ranges and column-based cell ranges is their directions. Thus, for clarity, we only use row-based cell ranges to explain our detection algorithm.

We use index sets identified by Tasi to detect range errors. Given a row-based cell range, we first identify the index sets in the top header region that indexes cells in the cell range. For example, for the cell range [C9:D9] in F9, we can find that C9 and D9 are indexed by index set [C2, D2, E2] in the top header region. Then, we extract all cells in row 9 (in which the cell range [C9:D9] locates) indexed by this index set, and obtain a cell set, i.e., {C9, D9, E9}. If there is a difference between this cell set and the cell range, we detect a formula error. For this example, cell range [C9:D9] does not contain E9, thus introducing a formula error.

4.2 Inconsistent Errors among Indexes
Error description. The cells indexed by an index set usually share the similar computational semantics. For example, in Figure 1a, header C2, D2 and E2 form an index set, which indexes the costs in each month. For each row (in row 4–10), the cells indexed by the index set [C2, D2, E2] share the similar computational semantics. For example, in row 6, C6, D6 and E6 are used to compute the total costs of Sales department for each month. If their computational semantics are different, some cells may contain errors. For example, D6 and E6 do not have a formula like C6, thus introducing two missing formula errors. Similarly, F9 introduces a formula error since it does not have a formula like F7 and F8, which are indexed by the index set {B7, B8, B9}.

Error detection. Since the detection algorithms on row-based index sets (e.g., [C2, D2, E2]) and column-based index sets (e.g., [B7, B8, B9]) are similar, we take row-based index sets as an example. Note that, our algorithm can only handle row (column)-based index sets in which each index can only index one column (row) of cells, e.g., row-based index set [C2, D2, E2] and column-based index set [B7, B8, B9]. We cannot handle other types of index sets, e.g., [A4, A7].

Given a row-based index set is, we put cells indexed by is in each row of the table into a cell group. Take row-based index set [C2, D2, E2] as an example. We can obtain a cell group [C4, D4, E4] in row 4, and a cell group [C6, D6, E6] in row 6, etc. The cells in each cell group should share the similar computational semantics.

Note that, these cell groups are similar to cell arrays in AmCheck [20] & CACheck [22], and cell clusters in CUSTODES [16]. Different from them, we use index sets to obtain these cell groups. Furthermore, Koci et al. [34] classify cells into five cell types, i.e., header, data, attribute, metadata and derived, but cannot infer header types and header relations. Chen et al. [15] can identify parent-child relation, but cannot infer header types. Therefore, these approaches cannot correctly infer index sets.

We adapt the basic idea in CACheck and CUSTODES to detect inconsistent errors in cell groups. We describe it as follows.

(1) If there are not any formula cells in a cell group, e.g., [C4, D4, E4], we ignore the cell group, since we cannot infer its computational semantics.
(2) As errors normally occur in minority, they can be detected as outliers in a cell group. We first count the number of cells that use the same formula pattern in the R1C1 format. Then, we choose the formula pattern that can cover most cells as the formula pattern of the cell group \((fp)\). If we identify more than one formula pattern, we select the first one as \(fp\). For example, in the cell group \(\{C6, D6, E6\}\), its formula pattern is \(\text{SUM}(R[-2]:R[-1])\). In the cell group \(\{F7, F8, F9\}\), its formula pattern \(\text{SUM}(RC[-3]:RC[-1])\).

(3) If a formula in a cell group is different from \(fp\), it contains a formula error. For example, in the cell group \(\{F7, F8, F9\}\), F9’s formula is different from the formula pattern \(\text{SUM}(RC[-3]:RC[-1])\), and thus contains a formula error.

(4) For a data cell in the cell group, we apply the formula pattern \(fp\) on the cell, and then check whether the value can be computed by the formula pattern \(fp\). If yes, we consider the data cell contains a missing formula error. For example, in the cell group \(\{C6, D6, E6\}\), D6 and E6 can be computed by the formula pattern \(\text{SUM}(R[-2]:R[-1])\). Thus, D6 and E6 contain two missing formulas.

5 EVALUATION

Our evaluation studies the following three research questions.

\textbf{RQ1: How effective is Tasi in identifying semantic table structures in spreadsheets?}

\textbf{RQ2: How effective is TasiError in detecting spreadsheet errors?}

\textbf{RQ3: How is TasiError compared with existing techniques, e.g., CUSTODES [16], CACheck [19], and ExcelLint [11]?}

To answer RQ1, we evaluate Tasi on our built ground truth and analyze its performance (Section 5.1). To answer RQ2 and RQ3, we evaluate TasiError on the CUSTODES dataset [16], and further compare TasiError with existing approaches (Section 5.2). We have made our datasets and experimental results available online at https://github.com/tsyse-iscas/Tasi.

5.1 Evaluation on Tasi

5.1.1 Dataset Construction. To the best of our knowledge, no spreadsheet corpora have documented their semantic table structures. The commonly-used corpora, EUSES [25], Enron [27] and FUSE [10], do not provide their semantic table structures. During collaborating with Microsoft, we have the opportunity to collect a larger and newer spreadsheet dataset compared with existing ones, e.g., EUSES (created before 2005, 4,498 spreadsheets), Enron (created before 2001, 15,770 spreadsheets) and FUSE (created before 2015, 249,306 spreadsheets). To obtain recently-used real-world spreadsheets, we crawl spreadsheet files from the Internet through a web crawler developed by the Bing search engine team, and obtain all spreadsheet files according to file suffixes, i.e., .xls and .xlsx. Finally, we obtain 4,290,022 spreadsheets, and use them as our experimental subject.

It is time- and cost-consuming to reconstruct semantic table structures for all spreadsheets. So, we randomly sample 3,500 spreadsheets from these spreadsheets, and reconstruct their semantic table structures. In the sampling process, we do not bias the spreadsheets in any special domains. We also exclude the spreadsheets that are not written in English, which Tasi cannot support.

We employ nine experienced data labelers in Speechocean (a third-party artificial intelligence data provider) [7] to label the semantic table structures of the sampled spreadsheets. The entire dataset building process includes two steps: labeling and confirmation. In the labeling step, each sampled spreadsheet is labeled by one labeler. The labeler first identifies all tables in it. If a table contains only one row / column, we assume that it has limited information, e.g., no headers or data, and exclude it from consideration. If the labeler cannot fully understand a table’s semantics, we exclude it from consideration. Thus, we ensure the accuracy of our dataset. If the labeler confirms that a table has similar structures with an already-labeled table, we also exclude it from consideration. Thus, we ensure that our dataset has diverse table structures. For the remaining tables, the labeler identifies its top header region and left header region, and then all header types and header relations. In the confirmation step, to avoid errors introduced by individual labelers, the labeling results are verified and revised by another experienced labeler until two labelers reach an agreement. The above labeling process takes about 148 man-days.

Through the above sampling and labeling process, we obtain 3,290 tables from 3,110 spreadsheets\(^5\). The basic statistics of these spreadsheets are shown in column Total in Table 1, and their header types and relations are shown in column Total in Table 2. Note

\(^5\)Since we have to go through a compliance and privacy certification before publishing the whole dataset, we provide 50 spreadsheets and their related annotations for now.

| Table 1: The statistics of spreadsheets in the ground truth. |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Item | Total | Train | Test |
| Spreadsheet | 3,110 | 2,488 | 622 |
| Rows on average | 75 | 72 | 85 |
| Columns on average | 19 | 19 | 19 |
| Cells on average | 649 | 639 | 691 |
| Formulas on average | 137 | 138 | 133 |
| Table | 3,290 | 2,651 | 639 |
| Left header region | 2,648 | 2,130 | 518 |
| Top header region | 3,204 | 2,579 | 625 |
| Left header pair | 1,188,364 | 929,617 | 258,747 |
| Top header pair | 235,185 | 190,859 | 44,326 |

| Table 2: The statistics of table structures in the ground truth. |
| --- | --- | --- | --- | --- |
| Item | Total | Train | Test | Cor. Acc. |
| Type | 11,570 | 9,300 | 2,270 | 1,546 | 68.1% |
| T1 | 73,815 | 58,994 | 14,821 | 12,715 | 85.8% |
| T2 | 333 | 275 | 58 | 15 | 25.9% |
| T3 | 770 | 597 | 173 | 53 | 30.6% |
| T4 | 3,195 | 2,486 | 709 | 226 | 31.9% |
| Relation | 12,460 | 9,547 | 2,913 | 1,119 | 38.4% |
| R1 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0 | 0% |
| R2 | 1,011,892 | 803,040 | 208,852 | 174,633 | 83.6% |
| R3 | 3,784 | 3,134 | 650 | 293 | 45.1% |
| R4 | 61 | 56 | 5 | 0 | 0.0% |
| R5 | 1,243 | 968 | 275 | 17 | 6.2% |
| R6 | 6,558 | 5,274 | 1,284 | 627 | 48.8% |
| R7 | 387,551 | 298,457 | 89,094 | 51,300 | 57.6% |

Since we have to go through a compliance and privacy certification before publishing the whole dataset, we provide 50 spreadsheets and their related annotations for now.
that, different header types and relations are imbalanced in Table 2, because header types and relations should be imbalanced in practice. For example, index types (T2) are usually more common than other types, and we do not obtain any header pair with the relation of “h2 is h1’s parent” (R2).

5.1.2 Training. We randomly split 3,110 spreadsheets into two parts, 80% as training dataset and 20% as testing dataset. The statistics about two datasets are shown in column Train and Test in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively. We use the training dataset (column Train in Table 2) to obtain the multi-classifier model and parameter setting in Tasi.

Parameter setting. As discussed in Section 3.5, Tasi takes three parameters as input. For \( \theta_{\text{model}} \), there are the three candidates, i.e., Random Forest [12], Logistic Regression [35] and Decision Tree [42]. For \( \theta_{\text{maxResult}} \), we use four candidates, i.e., 1, 3, 5, 10. For \( \theta_{w} \), we use six candidates, i.e., 0.0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0.

For these three parameters, we can obtain 72 (3^3) candidate combinations. We use 5-fold cross-validation on the training dataset (column Train in Table 2) for each combination and calculate the accuracy indicator by the generated semantic table structures, according to Section 3.4. Finally, we obtain the following best candidates: \( \theta_{\text{model}} = \text{Random Forest}, \theta_{\text{maxResult}} = 3, \theta_{w} = 0.8 \). For this candidate, the accuracy of header pairs on the testing dataset (column Train in Table 2) is 77.6%.

5.1.3 Experimental Result. We use the trained Tasi to validate Tasi’s performance on the testing dataset (column Test in Table 2).

For the 303,073 header pairs in the testing dataset, Tasi can correctly identify the structures of 227,989 header pairs. That said, the accuracy of the structure identification of header pairs is 75.2%. Specifically, Tasi can identify the structures of 201,797 (78.0%) header pairs in the left header regions, and 26,192 (59.1%) header pairs in the top header regions. Note that, for a header pair \(< h1, h2 >\), if \( h1 \) and \( h2 \)’s types and relations are all correctly identified, we consider the structure of this header pair is correctly identified. We further show the detailed results for header types and relations in column Cor. (i.e., correct) and Acc. (i.e., accuracy) in Table 2.

For all 639 tables in the testing dataset, Tasi can identify their structures without any errors in 282 tables. That said, the accuracy of semantic table structure identification is 44.1%. Specially, for 518 left header regions, Tasi can identify their structures without any errors in 363 (70.1%) header regions; for 625 top header regions, Tasi can identify their structures in 339 (54.2%) header regions. Due to the complexity of table structures, it is challenging to fully identify semantic table structures without any errors. The accuracy needs to be further improved in the future.

For all 639 tables, we further compute the accuracy of header pairs in each table. Figure 4 shows the distribution of accuracy of header pairs for all tables, top header regions and left header regions. We rank these tables according to their accuracies of header pairs from low to high. We can see that, Tasi performs better on the left header regions than the top header regions. We infer that the left header regions are usually more well-structured than the top header regions.

We further investigate whether our semantic table structure evaluation function in Section 3.4 can introduce inaccuracy. That said, the incorrect semantic table structure can obtain a smaller evaluation score than the correct one. We find that 17 left header regions and 38 top header regions cannot be correctly generated due to this reason. A better evaluation function could improve Tasi’s accuracy greatly.

Based on the above analyses, we can draw the following conclusion to RQ1: Tasi is effective in identifying semantic table structures in real-world spreadsheets.

To the best of our knowledge, Tasi is the first approach to identify the header types and relations (Section 2.1). Koci et al. [34] can classify spreadsheet into 5 coarse-grained types, i.e., header, data, metadata, derived and attribute. It cannot identify the different types of headers. Chen et al. [15] can only identify the parent-child relation among headers, and cannot identify header types and other relations. Therefore, we do not compare with these approaches.

5.2 Evaluation on TasiError

5.2.1 Experimental Setting. To evaluate TasiError, we adopt the CUSTODES dataset [16] as our experimental subject due to the following reasons. First, the spreadsheets in Section 5.1 do not have annotations for spreadsheet errors. Second, CUSTODES dataset has been used by many error detection approaches [11, 16, 44], and should represent real-world spreadsheet errors. Third, TasiError and CUSTODES detect the same types of spreadsheet errors, i.e., missing formulas and formula errors. Thus, We can have a fair comparison with existing approaches by using the same dataset.

The CUSTODES dataset contains 70 spreadsheets from eight categories (Category in Table 3), 291 worksheets and 1,974 missing formulas and formula errors. Note that, this dataset does not overlap with the dataset in RQ1. During our study, we find that some missing formulas and formula errors in these spreadsheets are not marked out in the original CUSTODES dataset. Note that, similar omission has also been reported by ExcelLint [11]. Thus, we re-label the missing formulas and formula errors in these 70 spreadsheets. We invite five master students, who are not the authors of this paper, to help labeling errors. To make re-labeling errors accurate, five master students carefully inspect these spreadsheets, and understand their structures and semantics, and further identify all missing formulas and formula errors. Note that, we only explain the concepts of missing formulas and formula errors to labelers, and do not bias to any error patterns. For each spreadsheet, all participants carefully
To use Tasi on these spreadsheets, we further label the tables, left header regions and top header regions in them. In total, we find 506 tables in these 70 spreadsheets, 486 left header regions, and 458 top header regions. Note that, it is not difficult to mark out tables and header regions for human users, since human users can easily understand the functions of tables, and divide the spreadsheets into tables according to different functions, and further divide the tables into header regions and data regions.

The first three columns in Table 3 show the statistics of errors in the 70 spreadsheets. Our manual inspection finds 3,702 errors (Error), in which, 1,744 errors are omitted in the original CUSTODES dataset. Note that, 16 cells in the original CUSTODES dataset are wrongly labeled as faulty, thus we exclude them in our dataset. For all 3,702 errors, 1,308 errors have lead to wrong data.

Cross-validate their labeling results. If any inconsistency occurs, they discuss it and finally reach a consensus. Thus, we can avoid potential errors in the labeling process. This re-labeling and cross-checking process takes about 10 days. Note that, all newly annotated errors belong to the two types of errors, i.e., missing formulas and formula errors. We do not introduce new types of errors into the CUSTODES dataset, e.g., format errors.

To use Tasi on these spreadsheets, we further label the tables, left header regions and top header regions in them. In total, we find 506 tables in these 70 spreadsheets, 486 left header regions, and 458 top header regions. Note that, it is not difficult to mark out tables and header regions for human users, since human users can easily understand the functions of tables, and divide the spreadsheets into tables according to different functions, and further divide the tables into header regions and data regions.

The first three columns in Table 3 show the statistics of errors in the 70 spreadsheets. Our manual inspection finds 3,702 errors (Error), in which, 1,744 errors are omitted in the original CUSTODES dataset. Note that, 16 cells in the original CUSTODES dataset are wrongly labeled as faulty, thus we exclude them in our dataset. For all 3,702 errors, 1,308 errors have lead to wrong data.

5.2.2 Detection Result. We first use Tasi to extract the semantic table structures for all tables in these 70 spreadsheets. Then, we run TasiError to detect spreadsheet errors based on the semantic table structures identified by Tasi.

Table 3 shows the statistics of errors detected by TasiError (TasiError). In total, TasiError detects 4,081 errors (TasiError/DT), of which, 3,068 (75.2%) are true (TasiError/TP). TasiError misses 634 errors, i.e., the recall of TasiError is 82.9%. Therefore, the F1-measure of TasiError is 78.8%.

Table 3 also shows the statistics of detected range errors and inconsistent errors among indexes. We can see that TasiError obtains lower precision (34.2%) in detecting range errors, and higher precision (95.7%) in detecting inconsistent errors among indexes. The range error detection can be further improved in the future.

False positives. TasiError reports 1,013 false positives. We further investigate the reasons of these false positives. (1) TasiError works on the structures identified by Tasi. Wrongly identified semantic table structures can make TasiError fail. For range errors, this causes 474 false positives. For inconsistent errors among indexes, this causes 27 false positives. (2) The rules adopted by TasiError can introduce false positives. For range errors, TasiError introduces 422 false positives. For example, a formula needs to calculate multiple index sets according to the semantics. For inconsistent errors among indexes, TasiError introduces 90 false positives. For example, we may wrongly choose the formula pattern in a cell group, when the correct formula does not cover most of its cells.

False negatives. TasiError misses 634 errors. There are four reasons for these false negatives. (1) 156 false negatives are caused by wrongly identified semantic table structures by Tasi. (2) Some formulas are not supported by our implementation, e.g., If and Ref. 10 false negatives belong to this case. (3) TasiError cannot obtain the correct formula pattern for a cell group. 343 false negatives belong to this case. (4) TasiError cannot detect formula errors when the formula references cells in different rows (columns) in the column (row) based cell groups. 125 false negatives belong to this case.

Based on the above analyses, we can draw the following conclusion to RQ2: By using semantic table structures identified by Tasi, TasiError can effectively detect errors with a precision of 75.2% and a recall of 82.9%.

5.2.3 Comparison with Existing Approaches. To evaluate the effectiveness of TasiError in detecting spreadsheet errors, we compare TasiError with six error detection approaches, i.e., CUSTODES [16], CACheck [22], ExcelLint [11], Excel internal error detector [1], AmCheck [20], UCheck [8] & Dimension [14], which are publicly available and represent the state of the art. For fair comparison, we slightly revise these approaches and make them use our annotated tables and header regions when necessary. The detection results of these tools are shown in Table 3. Specially, for the 3,068 errors detected by TasiError, 1,172 errors cannot be detected by CUSTODES, CACheck, ExcelLint, Excel internal error detector, AmCheck, and UCheck & Dimension. Note that, 463 (12.5%) errors can be detected by existing approaches, but cannot be detected by TasiError. This is caused by two reasons. First, TasiError cannot identify table structures, causing 107 errors missed. Second, TasiError’s detection patterns cannot detect 356 errors.

Table 3 shows their detailed comparison results. We do not show the detailed results for AmCheck and UCheck & Dimension in Table 3.
Table 3 due to space limitation. For CUSTODES, its precision, recall, and F1-measure are 64.8%, 42.7%, and 51.5%, respectively. For CACheck, its precision, recall, and F1-measure are 76.5%, 37.5%, and 50.3%, respectively. For ExcelLint, its precision, recall, and F1-measure are 32.5%, 2.2%, and 4.1%, respectively. For Excel internal error detector, its precision, recall, and F1-measure are 9.7%, 13.0%, and 11.1%. For AmCheck, its precision, recall and F1-measure are 58.2%, 34.0%, and 42.9%, respectively. For UCheck & Dimension, its precision, recall, and F1-measure are 2.1%, 1.1%, and 1.4%, respectively.

We further compare TasiError with existing approaches in the original CUSTODES dataset. From the previous experiment, we can see that CUSTODES and CACheck have the best performance among existing approaches. Thus we only compare TasiError with CUSTODES and CACheck here. For the 1,974 errors in the original CUSTODES dataset, TasiError, CUSTODES, and CACheck achieve precisions of 38.6%, 64.8%, and 74.5%, respectively. Note that, TasiError has the lowest precision here because 1,493 real errors detected by TasiError are omitted in the original CUSTODES dataset, thus wrongly considering as false positives. TasiError, CUSTODES, and CACheck achieve recall of 79.8%, 80.2%, and 68.5%. We can see that TasiError achieves a comparable performance with CUSTODES and CACheck. For the 1,744 additional errors, CUSTODES and CACheck can only detect 49 errors, whereas TasiError can detect 1,493 errors.

We further investigate why TasiError performs better than existing approaches, and summarize them as follows. First, the structures related to some errors (e.g., range errors) are not identified by existing approaches, thus they miss these errors. Whereas, Tasi and TasiError can detect and utilize these structures. Second, the detection rules in existing approaches can omit some errors. For example, CUSTODES, CACheck, and AmCheck wrongly consider C10, D10 and E10 in Figure 1a as correct. However, TasiError can utilize index sets to detect these errors.

Based on the above analyses, we can draw the following conclusion to RQ3: TasiError significantly outperforms CUSTODES, CACheck, ExcelLint, AmCheck, UCheck & Dimension and Excel internal detector. This demonstrates that semantic table structures can greatly help error detection in spreadsheets.

6 DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss the limitations and threats to validation.

6.1 Limitations
User-specified tables and header regions. In this work, we mainly focus on semantic table structure identification, and assume that users can provide tables and header regions in spreadsheets. Note that, there have already been some works that can automatically identify tables and header regions in a spreadsheet, e.g., TableSense [18], RAC [33], Dong et al. [17], Koci et al. [34] and Gol et al. [26]. These approaches can be integrated into Tasi, achieving an end-to-end solution for semantic table structure identification in spreadsheets.

Limited language support. For now, Tasi only supports spreadsheets written in English. We can find there are many domain-specific vocabularies, irregular abbreviations and words in spreadsheets, which we cannot handle effectively. In the future, supporting different languages will be greatly helpful.

6.2 Threats to Validity
Representativeness of experimental subjects. One threat to the external validity is the representativeness of our experimental subjects used in the evaluation. To evaluate Tasi, we crawl lots of real-world spreadsheets from the Internet. To evaluate TasiError, we select the CUSTODES dataset, which has been widely used in spreadsheet researches [11, 16, 44]. Thus, we believe our experimental subjects can represent the real-world spreadsheets in practice.

Dataset construction. Semantic table structures and errors in our studied spreadsheets are not well documented. It is also impossible to inspect the semantic table structures and errors with the help of their original authors. Thus, we invite expert labelers and master students to inspect table structures and errors in our experimental subjects. To alleviate potential mistakes, all data are cross-checked by them.

7 RELATED WORK
Spreadsheet structure analysis. Spreadsheets usually have flexible structures. Various approaches are proposed to identify different kinds of spreadsheet structures. (1) Table identification: TableSense [18] proposes an enhanced convolutional network model to detect table regions. RAC [33] proposes a rule-based approach using graph representation of spreadsheet layout to detect table regions. These works cannot understand semantic table structures. (2) Cell classification: some works categorize spreadsheet cells into header, data, metadata, derived and attribute using different learning-based approaches, e.g., Koci et al. [34], Gol et al. [26] and Sun et al. [41]. Nagy et al. [37] propose a rule-based method to divide the tables into headers and data in web tables. Although these works can identify headers, but they cannot distinguish different header types. (3) Special structure identification: ExpCheck [21] inspects cell formats and semantic information to identify similar cell groups. Chen et al. [15] propose a two-phase semi-automatic system to extract parent-child relation among headers. TableCheck [19] and LTC [48] propose to identify table clones. Gyro [28] extracts class diagrams based on common usage patterns. VEnron [23] analyzes structure changes among spreadsheet evolution. These works cannot identify fine-grained header types and their relations, whereas Tasi can.

Spreadsheet error detection. Spreadsheets contain various errors [39, 40]. Many spreadsheet error detection approaches have been proposed to detect errors in spreadsheets. Hermans et al. propose to detect inter-worksheet errors [29] and data clone related inconsistencies [30]. Some approaches detect errors based on certain structures in spreadsheets, e.g., AmCheck [20], CACheck [22], CUSTODES [16], Melford [44], ExcelLint [11], TableCheck [19], EmptyCheck [46], WARDER [31], UCheck [8] and Dimension [14]. However, these approaches mostly focus on partial structures in spreadsheets. As we discussed in Section 5.2, by using semantic table structures, TasiError can greatly improve the capability of detecting spreadsheet errors.

8 CONCLUSION
Understanding semantic table structures is the fundamental step to perform various spreadsheet analysis tasks, e.g., data analysis and error detection. In this paper, we propose Tasi, to detect semantic
table structures in spreadsheets, including header types and relations among headers. We further propose a structure-based error detection approach, TasiError, to detect spreadsheet errors based on semantic table structures identified by Tasi. Our experiments on real-world spreadsheets show that Tasi can identify semantic table structures effectively. By utilizing semantic table structures identified by Tasi, TasiError can detect much more errors than existing approaches precisely.

In the future, we plan to pursue the following research directions. First, we can explore how to incorporate users’ efforts to fix structure identification errors, achieving a more effective solution. Second, we can utilize Tasi to transform spreadsheets into relational data for easy data analyses. Third, TasiError can be improved by developing more structure-based error detection patterns.
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